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ALPHATRUST® e-SIGN
Flexible e-Signature and Document Process Automation

When conducting business in a digital world, you need a safe and flexible solution to not only deliver 
documents to clients electronically, but also have them signed quickly and securely. AlphaTrust e-Sign 
is an enterprise e-Signature solution that enables automation, ranging from simple send-a-document-
for-signature to your most complex workflows.

AlphaTrust e-Sign is a fully-brandable, compliant eSignature and document-process automation 
solution that securely digitises the creation of legally enforceable business records. Increase the 
efficiency of your daily workflow with AlphaTrust e-Sign through features like presenting disclosures, 
form filling, document approval, document and policy signature, and secure delivery.

Capturing an electronic signature on 
a document is simple, but to capture 
e-Signed documents that are legally
enforceable, secure, and compliant is
a complex feat. AlphaTrust e-Sign is
fully compliant with European, North
American and various Asia Pacific laws
and regulations, making it the vendor of
choice for businesses. This e-Signature
solution provides compliance with
specific industry standards and
regulations, including those for
insurance, financial services, banking
and more.

Not all e-Signature solutions are created 
equal. AlphaTrust e-Sign easily embeds 
into your existing applications to offer 
a seamless user experience – there’s no 
need to jump out to another application 
to obtain signature when you’re in the 
middle of the sales process; stay right 
where you are. And with the ability to 
create seamless integrations you can 
achieve total straight-through processing 
and an optimised selling experience. 

KEEP YOUR BRAND IN THE SPOTLIGHT

COMPLIANCE IS KEY OPTIMISE STP 
(STRAIGHT THROUGH PROCESSING)

iPipeline’s white label e-Signature solution gives you full customisation of your 
document delivery and e-Signature experience to continue promoting your brand 
through the entire sales process. AlphaTrust e-Sign allows you to easily modify the 
UX to perfectly match your application. Customise a signature block to use just the 
signature itself or add a variety of transaction details and customised branding – the 
entire user experience is in your hands!
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UNIQUE FEATURES: 

BENEFITS INCLUDE: 

Complete customisation and white-labelling 
to deliver an experience unique to your 
brand.

Seamless integration into your preferred e-
App and document delivery solutions.

Robust Web Services APIs enabling fine-
grained process control, security control, 
and event management.

Easily integrates with front-end and back-
end legacy and third-party systems 
Extensible and pluggable architecture to 
meet your enterprise demands.

Ability to fully customise and deliver the 
ideal user experience to wow your 
customers.

Offers complete workflows, security, 
control, and auditability.

One platform provides support for 
all three process approaches in the 
marketplace – integrated, stand-
alone workflows, and ad-hoc send 
and sign.

Ability to leverage iPipeline cloud-
based deployment – on-premise 
option available.

Provides national and international 
legal and regulatory compliance.

Repeatable processes allow clients 
to leverage previous work.


